Abstract. In this paper, we describe the optical grid deflection method used to reconstruct 3D profile of liquid films deposited by a receding liquid meniscus. This technique uses the refractive properties of the film surface and is suitable for liquid thickness from several microns to millimeter. This method works well for strong interface slopes and changing in time film shape; it applies when the substrate and fluid media are transparent. The refraction is assumed to be locally unidirectional. The method is particularly appropriate to follow the evolution of parameters such as dynamic contact angle, triple liquid-gas-solid contact line velocity or dewetting ridge thickness.
Introduction
Dynamics of dewetting films, spreading drops and moving triple liquid-gas-solid contact lines can be assessed with various experimental methods. Most of those are optical techniques which are suitable for studying interface movement because they are non-intrusive and do not disturb the fluid. We present here a method we used to accurately measure the temporal evolution of the topography of evaporating liquid films.
The idea is to obtain local properties of a heterogeneous medium by measuring the visible displacement of the object points created by the light refraction in the medium. To our knowledge, this principle has been first proposed by Kurata et al. [1] to measure the deformation of a water interface and by Gurfein et al. [2] to characterize spatial variations of the refraction index of a thin transparent fluid layer. In [2] , the parallel light rays crossed first the fluid layer and were refracted by it. Then the light fell to a grid of parallel wires situated close to this cell so that both were in focus of a camera behind. The grid image displacement in the direction perpendicular to it was proportional to the gradient of the fluid refraction index in the same direction. A similar setup has been used by Hegseth et al. [3] who have adapted it to observe the liquid film shape in a space-based experiment. Incident light rays were refracted at the film surface and the grid image distortion gave information about the film thicka Present address: Mechanical Design Office, Airbus Defence and Space, 31 rue des Cosmonautes, 31402 Toulouse Cedex 4, France ness. However the precision was weak for several reasons; in particular, the grid was out of focus.
In a setups used by Kurata et al. and Andrieu et al. [4] , a square grid pattern was drawn with an ink at the bottom of a thick transparent solid substrate. The latter was backlit with a diffuse light and the liquid droplet is placed at the top. The camera was situated above the droplet, far away from it. The light rays were refracted at the liquid air interface and the grid image was distorted. The authors suggested measuring the grid distortion very close to the contact line to obtain the contact angle in dynamics. As one will see below, this method lacks precision when the slopes become large because one cannot measure the displacement at the contact line (only at some distance from it). In the works of Banaha et al. [5] and Kajiya et al. [6] , a grid projection method has been used to track the contact line position of a water droplet on gels and to measure the droplet profile.
More recently, the grid was suggested to be replaced by a randomly placed points pattern [7] . This method works well for small surface slopes and does not require any supplementary information (unlike the grid method as we will explain later) on the direction of the local film slope. The method however does not expect to work at large slopes (like those in the contact line vicinity) where the points would need to be placed densely so the correspondence between the object and image points is difficult to be established.
Snoeijer et al. [8] have used a single wire to reconstruct the 2D film profile. Unlike other experiments, they have placed the light source and the camera at the same side of the fluid interface and used the wire reflection in the mirror polished substrate surface so the light ray is refracted twice by the film surface.
The main objective of the described setup is the 3D shape reconstruction of liquid films with contact lines. Such a reconstruction allows to determine precisely the local apparent contact angles, which is necessary to understand the contact line motion (i.e. drying) dynamics. Fig. 1 presents the optical setup that is most appropriate for our case. The light source put behind the fluid cell is diffuse. The grid is placed between the source and the cell. The distance d g between the liquid film and the grid controls the grid deflection and for this reason needs to be adjustable. A video camera is set up far from the cell so that the lens collects the parallel light rays. A square patterned grid [4] is not required; the grid with inclined parallel threads is used to reduce the image treatment complexity. The grid inclination (45
Fluid cell
• with respect to the vertical axis) is chosen in such a way that it is never parallel to the contact line.
The fluid cell is a vertical closed Hele-Shaw cell made of two parallel sapphire portholes separated by gap of the spacing d c = 2 mm (Fig. 2) . Inside the cell, a liquid meniscus of ethanol oscillates in its pure vapor atmosphere. During its receding, the meniscus deposits a liquid film on both portholes. These portholes are heated thanks to ITO (indium-tin oxide) transparent resistive layers. The back porthole is heated stronger than the other so the film deposited on it evaporates quicker and the front film (camera side) can be investigated alone.
The grid is formed by ceramic (alumina 99.9 %) threads of rectangular cross-section of 2 mm thickness in the image (i.e. xy) plane. They are straight because of their rigidity and have regular and sharp edges. The threads are equally spaced due to the high precision machining of the aluminum frame. As the distortion near the contact line is strong, the number of threads is limited in order to prevent an overlap between the distorted and non-distorted threads. The light source is a white light LED panel (50000 cd/m 2 ). The video camera is equipped with a CMOS 2/3 sensor of resolution 2048×1088. As the film oscillation frequency is 1.5 Hz, the camera is used with the frame rate of 280 images per second.
2D film deformation
To explain the film shape reconstruction, let us assume first that the film is deformed along a single direction l, i.e. that its deformation is 2D (Fig. 3 ). An incident light ray is refracted by several interfaces. Point A is the object point at the grid thread; point B is its image viewed by the video camera. α is the angle of the tangent to the film and h = h(l) is its local thickness. d g and d s represent the distance between the grid and the cell and the thickness of substrate, respectively. The camera situates far from the cell and its lens is focused at infinity; we assume that the collected rays are parallel to the optical axis. As the porthole plane (i.e. the film substrate) is perpendicular to the optical path, the ray is not refracted at its interfaces. The last refraction occurs at the film interface as shown in Fig. 3 .
The ray deflection from point A to point B is denoted ∆l = l A − l B . One applies the refraction law at each interface. Angles are oriented positively in the trigonometric direction. The refractive indexes of the ethanol vapor and of the air are both equal to 1. In the liquid ethanol and in the sapphire substrate, refractive indexes are respectively n l = 1.355 and n s = 1.78. On the film free surface:
On the interface vapor/substrate and substrate/air:
where i 2 = i 1 − α (Fig. 3) . Deflections created in each medium read: Fig. 3 . Ray tracing in the plane (l,z) orthogonal to the triple contact line and to the porthole plane. In reality, dg is much larger than both ds and dc, and dc = ds.
The total deflection ∆l is a sum of three contributions,
The last contribution is the largest, ∆l 3 ∆l 1 + ∆l 2 , because d g = 6 cm while d c = d s = 2 mm. Eqs. (1) and (2) serve to express ∆l as a function of the angle α,
As n l > 1, ∆l is of the same sign as α. Knowing ∆l, numerical solution of Eq. (8) gives the angle α. Since α is defined in the Cartesian reference (l, z),
where l is the coordinate of the point B associated to the l axis. The integration of this last equation leads to h as a function of l. Fig. 3 shows that each point B of the thread image corresponds to a particular film point. The geometrical construction of Fig. 3 also shows that each point B corresponds to a unique point A of the thread. However the inverse statement is wrong. An object point A might correspond to different image points (which may exist if a ray with a different angle i 2 of incidence results in an outcoming ray parallel to the optical axis) or correspond to no image point at all.
3D reconstruction
To reconstruct the film profile, one needs to determine a unique object point A corresponding to each point B of the grid image. This is however not trivial when the film thickness h depends both on x and y. In this case the direction l of Fig. 3 is that of the gradient of h (i.e., the steepest slope direction that varies in space). However one cannot determine the direction l for each point B i from the image because the grid threads are continuous; one needs an additional information or hypothesis. Fig. 4a presents a typical image of our cell. The trapezoidal film shape is common in the capillary dewetting of the flat surface [8, 9] . In the present case, the substrate is heated above the saturation temperature so the film evaporation occurs. The origin of the dewetting phenomenon observed at evaporation is explained in our preceding article [10] . While the overall evaporation is weak, the evaporation mass flux varies sharply over the film area. The evaporation rate is especially strong near the contact line [11, 12] , which creates high apparent contact angles [13] in spite of the complete wetting conditions at equilibrium. The high contact angle, in its turn, causes the capillary dewetting phenomenon and a ridge-like structure along the contact line (cf. Fig.2a ) similarly to the non-wetting situation with no evaporation [8] .
Because of the high thermal conductivity of sapphire, its temperature is nearly homogeneous. This means that the evaporation is nearly invariable along the contact line, which is thus straight with the ridge profile invariable along it. Indeed, one can see in Fig. 4a that the ridge zone width variation along the contact line is small. In the ridge zone one can thus assume a 2D film profile in the direction orthogonal to the contact line (associated with the l axis) by neglecting the film slope in the direction tangential to the contact line. In other words, h will be assumed to depend only on |l|, and not on the coordinate on the direction tangential to the contact line. The validity of such an assumption will be evaluated below.
In Fig. 4b , the red line represents the contour of the object thread. The blue arrow shows the deflection ∆l created along the l axis shown in black. The schematized cross section along the l axis is represented in Fig. 4c .
The direction of the axis l may vary from one image point to another. In Fig. 4 , three zones where the contact line is straight can be distinguished: on the top ridge zone, the contact line is horizontal; on the lateral ridge zones, it is inclined with respect to y direction. Consequently, it is possible to define only three different l directions corresponding to each ridge zone (Fig. 5) . Note that the thread images are not deflected in the central zone. This means that the liquid film does not refract the light there and thus is nearly flat [14] .
Definition of the axes
From Fig. 4 , we define a Cartesian reference (x, y). The x axis is oriented from left to right and vector y from bottom to top (Fig. 5) . The origin of this reference system situates at the image left-bottom corner. For each ridge zone, we define also a basis (l, z) belonging to the plane orthogonal to the contact line. Vector l belongs to the plane (x, y). It is oriented inside the liquid film in agreement with Fig. 3 . Vector z is orthogonal to the plane (x, y) and is oriented from the outside to the inside of the cell (Fig. 5 ) so that h > 0. It gives the direction of optical axis. Besides, both lateral parts of the ridge are inclined. Their contact lines are assumed to be straight (as discussed above) and form angles ϕ l and ϕ r with x. In the following, these angles will be denoted ϕ j ≥ 0, j can take the value l, r, t to refer to the left, right or top ridge zone.
The direction l depends on the considered image point B i . The unit vector along it is defined as e l = (sin ϕ l , − cos ϕ l ) for the left side, e l = (− sin ϕ r , − cos ϕ r ) for the right side and e = (0, −1) for the top side.
Deflection calculation
The set of Eqs 8 and 9 is sufficient to obtain the 3D profile h(l) once the displacement ∆l is known. Fig. 6 illustrates the geometrical construction to obtain ∆l i for a point B i which is the image of the point A i . Point C i is the vertical projection of point B i onto the reference thread. The distance between points B i and C i is ∆y i = y B − y C . We introduce β l = β and β r = −β according to the ridge part. In the following, it will be merely noted β j with j = {l, r}. Whatever the observed side, the sine theorem applied to the triangle ABC gives
We note that γ = π 2 − ϕ j + β j . According to Eq. (10),
Finally, by measuring the distance ∆y i , one deduces ∆l i from Eq. (11). For the top ridge part,
∆y i can be measured on film pictures. Thanks to Eq. (11) and (12), ∆l i is deduced from ∆y i . And ∆y i is then used in Eq. (8) to obtain the α i angle for each point of the thread, which is necessary to solve Eq. (9).
Thickness evolution
The numerical integration of Eq. (9) requires to know the l i = O i B i coordinate of each B i pixel on the thread image, where i varies from 1 to N. Points B 1 and B N (Fig. 6 ) belong to the left and right parts of the contact line, respectively. O i is the origin of the axis l defined for each B i point. O i is defined as the intersection of the axis l with the contact line. In the absolute reference (x, y), point B i coordinates are denoted (x i ; y i ), with i = 1 . . . N.
For the left ridge part,
On the right side we obtain (by definition of points B 1 et B N ):
On the top ridge part:
By knowing l i abscissa for each point of the distorted perimeter, one discretizes Eq. (9). Integration is performed from the film center (where the initial condition is given by the measured by interferometry film thickness h c as explained below) towards the edges. We note that l 1 = l N = 0. On the left side:
On the right and top parts, the formula is different, because the points numbering is performed in the opposite to l direction:
We note that the film thickness h i is determined at the points B i (x i , y i ) (i.e. along the distorted image of the thread) and not at the points A i (along the straight reference thread line). The film points (x i , y i , h i ) are obtained for both the upper and the lower thread borders. Typical 3D profiles are presented below: Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the film at three time moments. The 3D reconstruction of each picture is given in Fig. 8 . Infine, every thickness points obtained are plotted on the same graph in 3D (blue dotted lines on Fig 8) . The 3D reconstruction is completed by using interpolation (colored meshes).
Thickness of the central film part
The central film part is flat. In fact the film slope exists, but is very small, of the order of 0.6
• [14] . Because of this, its thickness h c can be measured by the Ocean Optics HR2000+ spectrometer with a probe that integrates both white light emitting and light sensor parts. If illuminated normally to its surface, the film forms a kind of FabryPerot interferometer. The rays that are reflected at the cell-liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces interfere and the resulting spectrum is analyzed by the device. The spectrum maxima occur when the phase difference
with
the optical path difference, m, an arbitrary integer number, and λ m , the corresponding wavelength of the spectrum maximum. From Eq. (18), one obtains λ −1 m = m/p. By plotting the inverse wavelengths of the spectrum maxima versus their consecutive numbers, one thus obtains a straight line. The film thickness can be inferred from the slope with Eq. (19). This leads to the film thickness value just in front of the probe. As the interferometer time response is small enough (10 ms) with respect to the film oscillation period (0.5 s), the thickness is known in real time. This measurement is synchronized with the image acquisition, and all the data are combined to achieve the final reconstruction. The measurement uncertainty has been evaluated to be ± 3 µm by using different samples of known thickness.
Apparent contact angle
It is difficult to reconstruct the film profile in the contact line vicinity and an extrapolation is needed to obtain the contact angle with a sufficient precision. From previous studies [8, 15, 16] , we know that the ridge should be a cylindrical segment; our data confirm that it is so (Fig. 10) . It is thus possible to fit the ridge reconstruction with a circle. The extrapolation of circle allows us determining the contact angle θ app between the ridge and the substrate as shown in Fig. 10 ,
with z the height of the circle center with respect to the substrate surface and r the circle radius.
Error bar
The optical grid deflection method has been validated thanks to prisms of known in advance angles. The influence of refractive indexes (of liquid ethanol and sapphire) and the accuracy of grid contour detection have been estimated: the global uncertainty on the α angle is ± 2 • . However, the dominant error source seems to be the hypothesis about the absence of the film slope in the direction tangential to the contact line. In reality, the ridge is somewhat larger at the bottom compared to the top. This can be seen in Fig. 7 . The related error can be evaluated as follows. The resulting ridge thickness uncertainty is noted δh and is proportional to the ridge thickness variation δL, let us say on a scale of the total height δy of the film. From Eq. (9), δh = δL tan(α)
where α is the value averaged over the ridge. δL is related to δy,
where L b is the ridge width at the film bottom y b and L t is the ridge width at the film top y t . Over the total film height, the global error does not exceed ± 10%.
Conclusion
The grid deflection method described here is based on the light refraction at the strongly curved liquid film surface. It is possible to provide the 3D reconstruction of a curved interface provided that the direction of maximum slope is known, which is the case of the liquid ridge observed e.g. in dewetting liquid films. The method is non-intrusive. The main advantages of this technique are simplicity and good accuracy. The dynamic reconstruction is possible due to the good temporal resolution of the method. The reconstruction can be performed by using a sequence of pictures in order to measure the simultaneous evolution of parameters such as dynamic contact angle and ridge profile.
